CAMPUS TREASURE HUNT

Are you ready to join the The Campus Hunt?

**ENTRY CODE: NUSO18**

Join the hunt with the entry code via the Healthy 365 app!

Be the first to **FIND, SCAN** and **REMOVE** the hidden QR code and stand a chance to win cash prizes!

Hints to the locations will be provided daily via **Healthy 365** mobile app or at the booth.

**FIND US AT OUR BOOTH:**

**NATIONAL STEPS CHALLENGE**

**NUS UNIVERSITY TOWN**

**31 January - 1 February**

**3.00PM - 9.00PM**
IMPORTANT REMINDER: Participants must be the first eligible participant daily to scan, remove and bring the valid Top Prize QR Code to The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge booth for verification to claim the Top Prize. Other terms and conditions apply.

The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge Terms and Conditions

Date: 31 January to 1 February 2018 (2 days)

Registration period: 27 January to 1 February 2018

Mechanics & Prizes

Eligible participants who are current students of the National University of Singapore stand a chance to win attractive prizes from the Health Promotion Board (HPB) by participating in The Campus Hunt.

- The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge will operate daily from 31 January 2018 to 1 February 2018 (1500 to 2100 hrs daily).
- In order to claim a prize:
  - Participants must be eligible for the Challenge
  - Participants must be a current student of The National University of Singapore
  - Participants must join the National Steps Challenge™ Season 3 and The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge
  - Participants must be paired to either a steps tracker or app-based tracking (Samsung Health or Healthkit)
  - Participants must be the first to find, scan, remove and bring the valid QR code to the Campus Hunt (NUS) booth during the validity period, within the Challenge operating hours. The QR code must be valid and must be a Prize QR code
  - There will be 3 types of QR Codes daily: Top Prize, Consolation Prize and No Prize. Each QR code will only be valid for a day (1500 hrs to 2100hrs). The No Prize QR code does not contain any prizes. Participants who scan it will not receive any prize.
  - For all Top and Consolation Prizes, participants must remove the valid QR code (which contains a prize) upon scanning, and bring it to The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth. He/she must notify HPB staff or a HPB appointed Event Organiser for verification (at the booth). Participants must also show their valid student card / ID to the HPB staff or a HPB appointed Event Organiser.
  - Verification must be done by a HPB staff or HPB appointed Event Organiser. All Top Prize claims (cash prizes) are subject to verification by a HPB staff or a HPB appointed Event Organiser at The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth during the Challenge operating hours. All consolation prize claims are subject to verification by a HPB staff or a HPB appointed Event Organiser at The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth during the Challenge operating hours. The HPB staff(s) or a HPB appointed Event Organiser’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entertained. The Top Prize claim may be subject to further verifications after the Challenge.
  - Participants must verify their claim to any prize on the day itself, within the Challenge operating hours. For example, all Day 1 prizes must be verified on Day 1. HPB reserves the right to reject any claims to prizes if verification is not done on the same day.
- Only 1 Top Prize QR Code will be valid per day of the Challenge (31 Jan and 1 Feb).
- Participants can get a hint of the location of the Top Prize daily from The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth. The hint will be available at the booth at 1500 hrs onwards.
- A hint (sent via a push notification on the Healthy 365 mobile app) may be sent to eligible participants at 1500 - 1505 hrs daily. Participants must have joined the Challenge before 1500hrs, and must have allowed push notifications to be sent to them, in order to receive the hint. HPB will not be liable and no correspondence will be entertained regarding delayed push notifications. The only method that eligible participants will get the hint at 1500 hrs (with no potential delay due to technical reasons) is at The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth.
- Do note that some phones may not fully display the hint sent via a push notification on the Healthy 365 mobile app. HPB will not be liable and no correspondence will be entertained regarding push notifications that cannot be fully displayed. Please obtain the hint from The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth from 1500hrs onwards.
- Additional hints may be obtained from certain food vendors in Fine Food (in NUS University Town) from 1500hrs to 2100hrs. Participants must purchase a qualifying healthier meal to obtain the hint. The hints are available while stocks last. The requirement to obtain the hint is subject to change. Other terms and conditions apply.
The QR codes will only be valid during The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge operating hours. It cannot be scanned before or after operating hours, and no prize can be claimed beyond the operating hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Top Prize Value</th>
<th>Top Prize Value (if Top Prize is not won the previous day)</th>
<th>Number of winners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (Only 1 Top Prize and Max 1 Top Prize winner per day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>1 (Only 1 Top Prize and Max 1 Top Prize winner per day)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- If nobody finds the Top Prize QR code for Day 1, the Top Prize value will be rolled over to the next day. The QR code for the Top Prize of Day 1 will no longer be valid, but the value will roll over and stack with Day 2’s Top Prize. E.g. Day 1 Top Prize QR code was not found. Thus the prize for scanning Day 2’s Top Prize QR code will be $400. Day 1 Top Prize QR code will no longer be valid after 2100hrs of Day 1.
- The Top Prize QR codes must be scanned in accordance to the day. For example, the Day 1: Top Prize QR code can only be scanned on Day 1, 1500 to 2100 hrs and the Day 2: Top Prize QR code can only be scanned on Day 2, 1500 to 2100 hrs.
- The cash prize will only be transferred via inter-bank Giro. Participants must provide their bank account details, NRIC, Name, valid Student ID, Contact Details and Email during the verification and redemption process. HPB will email the winner to obtain other details and documents, which includes a copy of the winner’s bank account number (e.g. a scanned copy of the winner’s bank book). If there are no unforeseen circumstances, the cash prize may be transferred within 1 month from the date that the winner provided the valid details and documents required. If there are any delays, HPB will inform the winners and a new date will be provided for the transfer.
- There may be other QR codes hidden as part of The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge. There will only be three other types (besides the Top Prize): Consolation Prize, Welcome Gift and No Prize.
- In order to claim the consolation prize for the day, participants must be the first to scan, remove and bring the Consolation prize QR code to The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth. Participants must remove the QR code and proceed to The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth for verification. There may be some consolation prizes for Day 1 and Day 2. The consolation prize QR codes are only valid during the indicated date, within the Challenge hours (1500hrs to 2100hrs). For example, a Day 1 Consolation Prize QR code is only valid on Day 1 (1500hrs to 2100hrs).
- The consolation prize for each Consolation Prize QR code will be determined by HPB only.
- In order to claim the Welcome Gift, participants must be the first to scan, remove and bring the Welcome Gift QR code to The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth during the Challenge hours (1500hrs to 2100hrs). Participants must remove the QR code and proceed to The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth for verification. The Welcome Gift QR code is only valid during the Challenge hours (1500hrs to 2100hrs). The Welcome Gift for each Welcome Gift QR code will be determined by HPB only.
- A No Prize QR code does not contain any prizes. No prizes can be claimed from finding and scanning this QR code.
- Verification of the QR codes found and scanned will be done at The Campus Hunt (NUS) booth. The HPB staff’s or a HPB appointed Event Organiser’s decision of the validity and type of QR code found and scanned is final and no correspondence will be entertained.
- The consolation prize for each Consolation Prize QR code will be determined by HPB only. HPB’s decision on the consolation prize for each Consolation Prize QR code is final and no correspondence will be entertained.
- HPB may, in its sole and absolute discretion and without prior notice, replace, change or substitute any prizes with another of similar value.
- Prizes are not exchangeable for cash or other prizes. Any request to exchange prizes will not be entertained.
- If the prize winners are under the age of 18, the prize must be claimed by their parent or legal guardian. Any alternative arrangements are subject to approval by HPB.
The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge is open only to all current students from The National University of Singapore, including current part time students. Participants must also be 17 years or older at the point of registration, and must have joined National Steps Challenge™ Season 3. Please note that eligible persons who are below 21 years of age must obtain parental consent before participating in The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge.

Winners will be required to produce their valid student pass and valid NRIC/ID as proof of identification. Members of the public will not be allowed to participate in the Challenge.

How to Participate?

1. Download the Healthy 365 mobile app on your smartphone, create a profile and sign up for the National Steps Challenge™ Season 3 and The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge.
2. Key in the entry code NUS018 and agree to the terms and conditions of The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge.
3. Select your preferred tracking mode, and begin finding the QR codes!

Other Terms and Conditions

- HPB reserves the right to use the names and photographs of the winners for any promotional, marketing or publicity purposes in any media.
- In case of dispute, HPB’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entertained.
- HPB reserves the right to reject any participant’s claim for the prize if he/she does not meet the terms and conditions of The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge.
- By participating in The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge, participants agree to be bound by and to comply with the terms and conditions of The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge, as well as the terms and conditions of the National Steps Challenge™ Season 3.
- HPB may vary The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge terms and conditions without notice, or discontinue or withdraw The Campus Hunt (NUS) Challenge (“Challenge”) at any time without any notice or liability to any party.
- HPB further reserve the right to modify and/or terminate the reward/prize scheme of the Challenge at any time at its sole discretion without any further notice to participants.
- HPB shall not be liable for any injuries sustained/casualty that arise directly and/or indirectly from the participation in the Challenge.
- HPB shall not be liable for or in respect of any expenses, losses, costs damages, liabilities or other consequences of whatsoever nature (collectively “Losses”) suffered or incurred directly or indirectly by participants of the Challenge howsoever caused or arising and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, whether by reason of or on account of any act or omission whether negligent or otherwise on the part of HPB or its servants or agents, even if HPB or its agents or employees are advised of the possibility of such Losses.
- HPB reserve the right to investigate cases of suspected fraud and suspend a participant’s participation status and eligibility for the Challenge during the investigation period.
- HPB reserve the right to disqualify and reject the prize claim of any person who is non-compliant to the Rules and Regulations of the Challenge at its sole discretion.
- HPB’s decision on all matters relating to the Challenge is final and binding on all participants. HPB will not entertain any queries with regard to the Challenge results and will not be obliged to provide the reason(s) for its awarding decision to a participant.